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Abstract: Processing of unordered and unbounded data is the prime requirement of the current businesses. Large amount of rapidly generated data demands the processing of the same without the storage and as per the timestamp associated with it. It is difficult to process these unbounded data with batch engine as the existing batch systems suffer from the delay intrinsic by accumulating entire incoming records in a group prior to process it. However windowing can be useful when dealing with unbounded data which pieces up a dataset into fixed chunks for processing with repeated runs of batch engine. Contrast to batch processing, stream handling system aims to process information that is gathered in a little timeframe. In this way, stream data processing ought to be coordinated with the flow of data. In the real world the event time is always skewed with the processing time which introduce issues of delay and completeness in incoming stream of data. In this paper, we presented the analysis on the watermark and trigger approach which can be used to manage these unconventional desires in the processing of unbounded data.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Due to growth of the social media and telecommunication technologies, large amount of data is generated continuously and at high rates. Such data is called stream data. It is not practically possible to store such data physically and standard data-mining techniques cannot handle it. So system or model that analyzes and manages stream data is are called stream management system [12]. Here some kind of approximation is required as models cannot observe and compute the entire data exactly [3]. Stream data processing is crucial at the same time complex in big data environment and the causes are:

- Businesses process the data having particular time stamp and need to process in time order. Moving to stream processing is a better way to deal with the issue of latency.
- Huge and infinite data which are progressively usual in recent trade are efficiently controlled with a specific system which is intended for such continuously arriving data.
- Processing data in such system is challenging task and what we require is type of processing mechanism which is well defined by considering processing of continuously arriving data.

II. PROCESSING OF UNBOUNDED DATA SETS

In case of batch processing system, it is possible to define the operations on entire dataset but in case of stream processing system, operations have to apply to an individual dataset. These datasets in stream processing are considered as unbounded datasets. Unbounded data processing have following two different time domains.

- Event-time: “which is the time at which events actually occurred”.
- Processing-time: “which is the time at which events are observed in the system”.

Ideally, event-time and processing-time should be identical, as event being considered to be processed as soon as they happen [10]. However in the real world situation, event time is always skewed with the processing time which is quite variable and rely on the features of the processing engine, hardware and also the input provided [1,16].
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III. WINDOWING

On the arrival of new data, the system should be able to cope with it and old data may be updated. The most widely recognized approach to process an unbounded data is with the frequent execution on batch engine. The received data is transformed into fixed small size windows and where every window is processed separately [1].

Objective of Windowing is to convert an input data source into predetermined pieces for processing. Below figure-3 express the various windowing mechanism [1, 7].

Fig 3. Types of windowing strategies

In a Fixed window based approach, the whole dataset is distributed and organized into fixed size window however sliding window has fixed size and span that slides across the data where size indicates the length of each window, and a slide determines the interval between two consecutive windows [15]. Although there are some novel windowing approach has been introduced which is used based on the application such as count Windows define the size and the slide based on number of elements [15]. If the span is less than the size, then the window overlap [1]. Session window is known as dynamic window. There are sequences of events ended with the gap of idleness which may be larger than timeout.

Windowing can be categorized into following two categories,
1) Processing time window
2) Event time window

A. Processing time window

In processing time window, incoming data are gathered into the fixed windows as per the sequence they reach into the pipeline. The system store the data received into windows up to the time it required to process. For instance, consider the fixed windows of ten minutes, the system will integrate data for ten minutes of processing time, and then it will consider the collected data in those ten minutes as a window and process them [1]. Processing time semantics are always non-derivable, as the performance of the framework relies upon the speed at which data enter the system and on the speed at which the data flow among different operators within the engine [15].

B. Event time window

In event time window, incoming data are gathered into the fixed windows as per the times they occurred, regardless of when and in what order records arrive, process the data as per an event timestamp associated with them. still there are two shortcomings of such windowing system: 1) Latency: in event time based windowing system, there is delay in processing as data with specific time stamp may arrives late and need to be consider in the processed window. 2) Completeness: as the late data causes the delay in processing, it also be the reason for not identifying the end of input for current window.

Fig 5. Fixed windows by event time [1]
However discretized streams (D-Streams) can be used to treat streaming as a series of short batch jobs, and bring down the latency of these jobs as much as possible [14]. Following table-1 shows the comparative analysis of distinct tools and techniques to handle the issues of latency and throughput.

Table 1. Comparative analysis of tools and techniques to deal with issues of event-time window

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tools / Techniques</th>
<th>Approach to deal with Latency &amp; Throughput</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Apache Strom &amp; Flink [8]</td>
<td>Count Window, Trigger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stream Box [7]</td>
<td>Epoch &amp; Container System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apache Flink [4]</td>
<td>Buffering mechanism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSP Engine [6]</td>
<td>Queue of Events before processing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV. WATERMARK & TRIGGER

In a stream of events, Watermarks are used to measure the progress and completeness relative to the event times of the records. It is function defined by,

\[ F(Pr) \rightarrow Et \]  \hspace{1cm} (1)

Above equation (1) defines that the point in event time Et is the point up to which the system believes that all inputs with event times less than Et have been observed and no more data with event times less than Et will ever be seen again [2,11].

A. Example of Watermark

When a watermark is received, all windows up to that timestamp will be evaluated. For example, Consider the Window length = 20s.

Events e1(5:59:55), e2(6:00:05), e3(6:00:17), e4(6:00:28), e5(6:00:36) are received with defined watermark \( w1 = 6:00:30 \).

![Fig 6. Example of watermark in stream data processing](image)

Here, e5 is not evaluated since watermark timestamp 6:00:30 is lesser than the event ts 6:00:36.

Triggers declare when output for a window should happen in processing time. Each specific output for a window is referred to as a pane of the window [2]. Triggers can be of different types such as event-time trigger, processing-time trigger and count trigger.

B. Analysis of windowing and triggering approach on different stream processing tools

Following Table 2 shows the support of different types of window and trigger mechanism with popular stream processing engine.

Table 2. Analysis of window and trigger on Implementation Tools

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Window</th>
<th>Fixed Window</th>
<th>Sliding Window</th>
<th>Session Window</th>
<th>Event-time Triggers</th>
<th>Processing-time Triggers</th>
<th>Count Triggers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Beam [9]</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Google Cloud Data flow</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apache Flink</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apache Spark</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apache Hadoop MapReduce</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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V. EXPERIMENTS

Experiments has been carried on incoming stream of user’s score from distributed environment. Apache Beam is used to perform the experiments which support the different windowing and triggering mechanism. Following result is using Dataflow runner from the tool Apache Beam [17] [18] which performs the steam processing on incoming user data and provide the sum of user score periodically. Following shows the experimental analysis on apache beam for incoming stream of sum of user score data.

Table 3. Experiments on “User Score”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Format: Username, team name, score, time_stamp_in_ms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>user1_A, A, 10, 144523923951, 2015-11-02 09:09:32.226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>user2_B, B, 10, 144523923951, 2015-11-02 09:09:28.224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>user2_B, B, 10, 144523923951, 2015-11-02 09:09:30.225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>user3_C, C, 10, 144523923951, 2015-11-02 09:09:34.227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>user3_C, C, 10, 144523923951, 2015-11-02 09:09:36.228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>user3_C, C, 10, 144523923951, 2015-11-02 09:09:38.229</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Output</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>user: user2_B, total_score: 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>user: user1_A, total_score: 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>user: user3_C, total_score: 30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE

This paper has highlighted the processing of unbounded data sets. We have presented that how different types of windowing specifically event-time based and processing-time based is useful to process the continuously arriving data. We define the importance of watermark along with different triggering approach which is used to evaluate the progress and completeness in unbounded data processing. Experiments presented here shows the three different user’s total score in gaming example which is gathered from distributed environment with varying timestamp.

The processing of unbounded data of user’s score can further be improved by enhancing the basic pipeline of apache beam. The same pipeline can be executed on different runner like Apache Flink and apache spark supported by apache beam and hence the performance can be compared for different runner.
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